
Boom Cards are device agnostic. Teachers and
students can interact with their Boom Cards using
any web-based device from a phone to a tablet to
an interactive whiteboard. Boom supports single
sign-on and rostering with the following services:
Google, Canvas, Clever, Microsoft, and ClassLink.

Stop searching for supplement activities for students with
special needs. Boom has many options for teachers who work
with special needs students, ranging from complex needs to
resource students, ELL, and general education. Boom Cards
include areas of focus ranging from ELA, Math, Social Studies,
Writing, Related Services, Social-Emotional Learning, and
more!

Boom Cards can be adjusted for easy differentiation
and scaffolding to meet each student's individual
needs by assigning specific Boom Card decks.
Utilizing Custom Play Settings, educators can hide
difficult cards, change the number of cards displayed,
or randomize cards to customize the activity for
students at different levels. 

Differentiation Made Simple

Technology
Requirements 
& Integrations

The Boom Store offers therapists and educators the
ability to purchase therapeutic or educational Boom
Cards. With over 500,000+ decks of interactive
cards ranging from Preschool to Transition-level
activities, your choices are endless to add to your
Boom Library and use!

The Boom Store

With Boom Cards, therapists and teachers can collect
longitudinal data to show student growth over time.
Boom Cards data reports enable teachers to see and
react to a student’s needs in real time and provide the
appropriate lessons for intervention.

Live Data Tools

Boom Cards, developed by Boom,
are interactive lessons and activities
built by educational professionals
for therapists and educators to use
to help students meet their IEP
goals. Boom Cards offer educators
the ability to purchase over
500,000+ decks that can be added
to their personal Boom Library.



Boom 
Studio

by BoomWhen students need
individualized materials,
therapists and educators can
build and share custom
activities. Personal images,
videos, or sounds can be
used to support the students'
learning needs. If you can
dream it, you can create it
with Boom Studio!

Boom Studio Features:

Pricing All of this is available for only a $49.99 subscription
per educator for an annual subscription. 

*Decks are sold separately.

Ink: Students and educators can “draw” directly on Boom Cards
Voice Memo: Students can record their own voice and play it back for self-monitoring
Drag-and-drop: Drag answers or images to locations to have students show knowledge
Fill-in-the-blank: Have the student type answers to questions
Multiple choice: From errorless choice to complex multiple-choice answers
Chain images: Layer images to create stop-motion animations or reveal step-by-step processes 
Video and Audio: Teach with multimedia supports or include audio instructions for non-readers
Animated GIFs: Use animated GIFS to engage students and help focus their attention

sales@boomlearning.com
(833) WOW-BOOM

Educators can make
and share resources
with each other in any
Boom account. 


